
2014 Beagle Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 

The teleconference meeting was called to order at 10:00am on Wednesday, June 25th.  

Mel Stewart called role.   All members were present except Jessica Anderson and Chris Scranton.  Jessica joined the 
meeting later and Chris had a personal conflict that prevented him from joining.  Chris called Mel the night before 
to convey his thoughts.   

Mel Stewart welcomed and thanked the committee members. 

Mel then introduced the AKC staff in attendance.  They included Jim Odle and Robert Oliver, AKF Field staff, Lisa 
King, and Karen Reuter, Performance Events Operations Staff and Doug Ljungren, V.P. of Sports & Events.  

Doug Ljungren expressed AKC’s appreciation for their time and thinking  about  the future of the sport. 

The sport trends were reviewed. 

Mel:  We have one item on the agenda to vote on this year. Chris Scranton brought it up and that was reducing to 
one judge instead of two. Chris talked to Mel on 6/24 and said he is not for that anymore.   

Chris Keenan:  I have not received any support for this, I believe it something that is going to come down the road 
and we are going to have to make it a necessity but the beagling world is not ready for that yet.  I would move the 
motion to be withdrawn. 

Second: James Gerard 

Unanimously agreed to withdraw the proposal  

New Business 

John Edwards: Proposal referring to Chapter 5, under Judges, section 1.  He proposes to extend that requirement 
to the second advanced seminar to the January 2018 vs. January 2016.  The reason for this is due to no significant 
rule changes. 
  
Mel: That requirement came about at the request of the 2007 BAC. 

Robert Kane: I have a similar proposal.  My proposal would be to re-work the advanced seminar to create some 
format based curriculum that goes towards each format and then form some kind of webinar that takes away from 
the burden on the judges from actually getting to a seminar.  
 
Roy Noe: I like the webinar idea.  I am a basketball official in the state of Ohio and we have to go through seminars 
and do an online test as well. It’s a big plus.  It takes away from the burden of traveling somewhere to get to 
seminar when you can do it right on line with the same results.   
 
Jim Garard: This also covers something that the Wisconsin Association wanted me to bring up. That is coming up 
with some type of training video that the clubs could use and it also can be used for the judges on an online type of 
thing instead of actually attending the seminar. I think this video thing would probably work in with everybody else 
is talking about here. 
 
Jim Campbell: I have listened to those comments and they are well put for a person that already judges. But a new 
judge, for a guy that just started judging, sometimes that guy needs to be told and explained to why certain things 
are the way they are. I don’t think you can get that with the online thing. I just really don’t. That is my opinion. 



 
Mel: I think we are mixing the advanced and the regular seminar.  The regular seminar, the basic seminar, has to 
be taught in a classroom setting with a test. The advanced we might look at that. We cover the merits and the 
demerits of the Hound mainly are what they ask for and any rule changes so I just wanted to say that to distinguish 
between the two seminars.   
 
Jim Campbell: Ok with that being said, I can understand that. 
 
Wayne Heckley: I too agree that the Advanced Seminar is the way to go with this and not the regular seminar.   I 
like the online seminars.  I have seen several from colleges as opposed to a video. A video is just a presentation 
given at you whereas a lot of these online classes there is a give and take. It’s interactive and I find them to be 
much more useful. 
 
Doug: Roy, I have a question. When you talked about your officiating and training online, was that an interactive 
online or was that review information and take a test?  
 
Roy Noe: It was review information and takes a quiz at the end.  In the beginning you have to have the classroom, 
the hands on class, and then for updating and going over rule changes and stuff like that we do that annually 
online and it seems to work perfect. One of the big benefits  of the advanced seminar is sitting with your peers and 
interacting with people with great amount of experience and I think you can only get that with the online seminars 
as opposed to a video.  They could show some part of the video and then explain it so you will still have the 
interaction going on there. I think you can possibly combine the two and make it a very good program.   
 
Mel: Ok we will look at those but I think we got off a little bit on John’s proposal and that was to extend the due 
dates for the advanced seminar out to 2018. Do you want to put that in a form of a motion John and see if we can 
get a second on it?  
 
John Edwards:  Yes I would like to make that motion. 
  
Jim Campbell: I will second it 
 
Mel: You are voting to put it on the agenda for next year and that will give the Beaglers time to have their say to 
you as a representative.  No will be not to put it on. 
 
Gerald Ells   Yes 
James Garard  Yes 
Jim Campbell   Yes 
John Edwards   Yes 
Chris Keenan  Yes 
Wayne Heckley  Yes 
Robert Kane III  Yes 
Rick McDonald  Yes 
Roy Noe  Yes 
Raye Ann Cole  Yes 
 
Mel: That will go on the agenda for next year to be voted on by this Committee.  We will move on to anything else 
that you might have.   
 
Roy Noe: I have been asked to bring up, a point system for NBQ and they suggested since everything is on a 
percentage point like 50, 30, 25 they ask that NBQ be given 20% of the total entries as a point going toward your 
Field Champion Title.   
 
Mel: Are you talking a 5th of a point for every dog that is started? 



 
Roy Noe: I think it’s something that the Beagle world wants to get worked out. AKC requires clubs to recognize 
NBQ by having us a buy a ribbon and the guy that gets NBQ has to stand around to be awarded that recognition so 
that is what they asked me to propose and it’s something that needs to be discussed. 
 
Mel: I think the last time it come up Roy was about four or five years ago.  The proposal at that time was to either 
count it as a 5th of a point or do away with it entirely as a 5th place NBQ.  At that time it was decided to leave as is.  
 
Robert Kane: I believe when it was actually voted on it was approved by the BAC and then it was not approved by 
the AKC Board of Directors.  Basically we would be dropping the name NBQ if we go through with Roy’s proposal 
and creating a fifth place. 
 
Mel: I don’t think it was the Board of Directors that turned this down, I think it never did pass as far as giving a 
point or doing away with it. This proposal is different in that it’s not doing away with it but rather that the NBQ 
would be granted a 5th of a point?  
If you want to put that in the form of a motion I will entertain the second on it. 
 
Jim Campbell: I second that motion 
 
Mel: Is there any more discussion? 
 
Jim Garard: If we change from NBQ to fifth and give 1/5 of a point, at least on traditional gun dog brace, that 
would mean that that the dog would have then run in second series.  
 
Mel:  Yes because it does state that all placed dogs must run in second series. 
 
Jim Garard: And since you are making that a place that placed dog will have to run whereas now a lot of times they 
just designate it NBQ and go with the 4 especially in the very small classes. 
Mel: That is correct, because he would have to be defeated by the fourth place dog.   
 
Wayne Heckley: I think NBQ is just that, next best, so whether you call it 6th place, 5th place, or 10th place 
somebody is going to be next best. The only thing you are accomplishing is watering down the field championship 
requirements and I am not in favor of that. 
 
Mel: That is true. 
 
Doug Ljungren: As far as AKC is concerned, this is a unique thing to the Hound world. None of the other sports 
have such a thing.  I wouldn’t say that AKC requires this, I assume some advisory committee many years ago 
decided to do it. 
 
Mel: I think years back that was the case. 
 
Mel: Do we want to look at doing away with it or adding a 5th of a point? 
 
Chris Keenan: I think we should bring it back to the clubs and let them decide for us. 
 
Doug Ljungren: Does Purina acknowledge NBQ 
 
Mel: Most of you are aware Purina awards for the outstanding beagle of the year in all formats has changed this 
year. They now use AKC’s scoring system. They give points as AKC does to obtain your title one point for winning a 
½ point for second and so on.  But the 5th place hound receives one point for the Purina awards. Back to Roy’s 
original question, Roy do you want to change that to either give a 5th of a point or do away with it? Then you can 
go back in the Beaglers and let them have a say. 



Roy Noe: Correct 
 
Raye Ann Cole: I have a question on the potential of doing away with it.  Would that change the fact that right now 
when first through five qualifies you for the AKC National Run off? 
 
Mel: I would say that it could be either way.  If you do away with that, it would obviously not be placing in a 
qualifying trial. That is why I say we need to look at what we are trying to do here; we might do something we 
don’t want to.   
 
Doug Ljungren: The options would be give it 5th of a point or leave it the way it is. If it’s embedded into some other 
things like Purina or qualifying then there would be no reason to do away with it. 
 
Mel: What are we accomplishing besides watering down the Field Championship titles? I don’t see what the gain 
is?  
 
Wayne Heckley: It’s great comparing dogs of today to dogs of yesteryear and that they have the same 
requirements, to me it would ruin a lot of comparison. We are changing the basic requirements. 

Chris Keenan: I just want to say that when we got new people coming in and they get an NBQ ribbon they are as 
proud as can be and to eliminate it would hurt our sport. 
 
Mel: That is a good point.  Let’s table that thought to next year and give some thought to that. 
Is that ok with you Roy?  
 
Roy Noe: Yes that is fine. That is something that has been brought up and I told them I would present that to you 
and let it be up for discussion.  
 
Mel: There is one thing that Chris Scranton wanted me to put out there: allow clubs to run 2 classes, a male class 
and a female class. It has been the practice of the advisory committee that when something is voted down, we 
don’t take it up again until at least three years has passed.  This idea was voted down last year. If we don’t do 
something like that, it’s brought up every year.  So I just wanted to clarify that and with respect to him (Chris) to 
bring that point up.  So having said that, we will not entertain that at this meeting.   
 
Jim Gerard: I have something again that the Wisconsin Association would like me to bring up for discussion. What 
they were looking in this area and I am sure in other areas, they have people in their clubs where you actually have 
three different types of dogs running. You have the traditional brace, SPO, and the Gun Dog Brace and a lot of 
these clubs cannot have all three because they are only allowed the two trials.  Their suggestion would be to 
increase it to three trials but one of them has to be dissimilar. That would allow a club to still be able to run say an 
SPO trial and a gun dog brace trial and they could run one dissimilar, so they can still run a traditional brace trial.  I 
don’t know what the feeling is on the other people here but I think it’s something that should be discussed. This 
would help some clubs that have all people that are interested in all the different formats.   
 
Mel: Any discussion on that? 
 
Raye Ann Cole: I have been asked to bring up the idea that if a club held two trials, they would be required to run 
under two different formats.  
 
Mel: Dissimilar would be if you run an SPO and you want a second dissimilar trial, you would have to run a gun dog 
brace, a traditional brace or a large pack.  If you run a large pack trial, a dissimilar would be a small pack option 
trial.  Any more comments on that? 
 



Doug Ljungren: In the past AKC suggested this very thing but there was a lot of discussion about the impact of the 
different type of dogs has on the rabbits.  What we heard was this won’t work.  
 
Mel: That is exactly right. What I have heard is you cannot run them because it makes the game perform different, 
gun dogs make them jump to far or brace dogs make them run to close.  Seems to me a rabbit will run for his life if 
he is pursued.   
 
Jim Gerard: I would like to step in there because I have good experience on that.  At my home club in Northern IL 
we run traditional brace and we also have been running the two couple pack here. Now this year another beagle 
club is going to hold a gun dog brace trial on our grounds.  It’s not so much the type of dog running a rabbit. We 
are blessed here with having an abundance of rabbits.  We do not run the SPO for the simple fact that with that 
many dogs out there in the pack with that many rabbits we have you would be constantly trying to put the pack 
back together because of splits. That is the main reason we do not run the SPO here but the two couple pack, the 
gun dog brace and the traditional brace we can run here. A lot is going to depend on the club, what kind of 
grounds and what kind of area they have that is the determining factor. 
 
Mel: We appreciate that Jim. We were just sharing with you some of the feedback we had received from some of 
the clubs.  If it helps clubs, let’s do it.  That is the purpose of this meeting.  If you have something to weigh in on, 
pro or con, let’s hear from you. 
 
Wayne Heckley: What I think you are going to wind up with is more licensed trials. That is definitely to the 
detriment of the sanctioned trials and the derby trials.  I think the derby trials were great for our young dogs and 
the sanctioned trials were great for our new judges.  Adding more licensed trials I think you will end up killing the 
derby and sanctioned trials.  
 
Mel: Anyone else? 
 
Rick McDonald I am in agreement, I think two is plenty.  It just puts more burden on the clubs also trying to find 
another weekend.   A lot of clubs here in my area run on the same ground, it just puts way too much stress. I don’t 
think the clubs in my area would entertain another trial.   
 
Mel: Ok this is to vote on the agenda whether to allow a third trial that would be dissimilar at the club’s option. As 
I call this you can defeat it here or you can put it on the agenda.    
 
Jessica Anderson Yes  
Gerald Ells   No 
James Garard  Yes 
Jim Campbell   No 
John Edwards   Yes 
Chris Keenan  Yes 
Wayne Heckley  No 
Robert Kane III  No 
Rick McDonald  No 
Roy Noe   No 
Raye Ann Cole  Yes  
  
No – 6; Yes 5. 
 
Mel: That was defeated. Now I think Raye Ann mentioned the idea that even with the existing two events, one 
being required and one as an option you want to make it a dissimilar trial instead of two of your choice. Was that 
what you said? 
 



Raye Ann: Correct, that is what I was asked to propose.   
 
Mel: Ok if you will make that a proposal  
 
Raye Ann: I propose that in chapter 3, section 3 where it currently says a licensed or member club may hold up to 
2 licensed field trials in a calendar year provided the second trial is at least 30 days from the last day of the first 
trial, and conducted under a dissimilar format is what I propose to add. 
 
Robert Kane: I second that. 
Mel: Ok it’s been made a second that we put on the agenda for next year to vote that your second trial has to be 
dissimilar format.   
 
Wayne Heckley: You have a lot of large pack clubs that are now holding two large pack trial and they have gotten 
used to those when it comes to the finances of the clubs and the whole culture, the way they do things. I don’t 
think my guys would be in favor of that. They have grown dependent on the revenue that the two trials generate 
in their own format they have no desire to run a small pack option trial.   
 
Doug Ljungren:I think a lot of traditional brace trials would have that same feeling. 
 
Mel: That is the reason we put on the agenda and you to communicate to your people as well as they read in the 
magazines what is on the agenda to be voted on where they can give you their input.  At this time we are only 
voting to put the proposal on the agenda for next year.   
 
Raye Ann: While AKC rule book clearly states the second trial is an option, clubs have been pushed into having two 
trials and it is the hope under this proposal that the entries would go up in that one trial but leaving the option 
open for clubs that do want to hold two different formats.  
 
Doug Ljungren: What we have now is up to the option of the club and what the suggestion is doing taking away 
the clubs option and forcing them to have two trials of a different format. This is restricting clubs to determine 
how they want to run themselves.  
 
Raye Ann: Yes 
 
Mel: I think that probably it was going in the wrong direction since you are taking an option away and putting the 
requirement in and personally I always preferred an option to a requirement because I can do it or not do it.   
 
Raye Ann: The proposal was brought with the hope that if they went back to one trial, your entries per trial would 
go up and the clubs would make more money and they would not have the expenses of hosts putting on two trials 
to come up with the same number of entries.   
 
Mel:I have heard that same story Raye Ann.  I think one thing that will help in the future is a lot of clubs now are 
opting for a gun dog brace trial instead of two SPO.  A lot of them are already doing that.  
 
Raye Ann: We have been seeing that trend as well and I think that by doing that the entries seem to be beneficial 
to the club.  
 
Jim Gerard: I would just like to add a comment here. With gas going up $4.00 a gallon, I don’t know how much 
driving people would do. I guess what we have to look at here is that one shoe does not fit all. If you take away the 
option for brace clubs to hold two trials and cutting our entries down even more, this is basically going to kill the 
brace and a lot of clubs, even the gun dog clubs, would not be here if it would not have been originally for the 
brace people. I think we really have to look at helping one another and not go with this one shoe fits all type of 
feelings. 
 



 
 
Chris Keenan: I just want to say that I can speak for Empire Beagle club and our own experience since the inception 
of the two trials we have always held a traditional brace trial and gun dog brace trial.  It works for us. But I am glad 
to have the option to go either way.  I think that should be a club decision. The way it stands is now acceptable. 
 
Mel: With all due respect to Raye Ann and her people, she put that in the form of a motion to go on the agenda 
and we have discussed it.  Do I hear a second for that? No second. Ok so Raye Ann you can go back and tell your 
people that it died for a lack of second and it will stay the way it is.   
 
Raye Ann: Thank you 
 
Jim Gerard: WI association asks me to ask this question. Has there been any move on AKC to get a rep on the BAC 
for the two couple pack people, right now they don’t have anybody. 
 
Mel: We told the 2CP Federation in the beginning that when the entries reach 5000 we would entertain that. 
 
Chris Keenan: Where do we stand with the Grand Champion Title? 
 
Doug Ljungren: We have not been able to get that programmed. As our programming dept. looks at all the 
proposals they have in front of them right, it’s on the agenda but not a priority at the moment. We will continue to 
work on that. 
 
Mel: Anything else?  
 
Wayne Heckley: I wanted to ask Doug about the CKC official measurements.  I think they tried to get a hold of you 
to make it so it’s reciprocal the official measurements cards from the CKC to AKC. Why didn’t that progress?  
 
Doug Ljungren: The idea was there we would recognize their measurement cards and they would recognize our 
measurement cards. We suggested to them last year that if someone showed up whose dog was clearly out of line, 
the event committee could say we will not accept your card and they said no. 
 
Mel: The AKC official cards are revocable by the AKC and we have checked some in the field and have found some 
out of balance.  We ask could we check their card and they said no. 
 
Wayne Heckley: No, they said yes for AKC reps to check their card. They did not want the clubs to do it.   
 
Doug Ljungren: In the big picture of things I don’t know how many dogs this would apply to.  
 
Wayne Heckley: It’s useful when you are traveling to Canada. I think you would get more entries if we allowed it. 
 
Doug Ljungren: I wonder how many more we would get. 
 
Wayne Heckley:  I don’t see any downside to it.   
 
Doug Ljungren: No, other than the administrative aspect of it getting set up on the front end.  We can revisit that 
Wayne.  
 
Mel: Anybody else? 
 
Jim Gerard: As long as we are discussing the measurement, as you know we had incidents come up this year again 
as to the determination of whether the hound that is finished is considered a 13” or 15” a field championship 



because all of our federations in brace state in our ads, and we have done this for years, field champions will run in 
the class they finished in.   
 
Mel: That will be clarified in the rule book at the next printing and it’s going to be whatever two of your first three 
wins were it does not matter about 5,6,7, or 8 it’s what the first three wins were. That is the way you get an official 
measurement card. 
 
Mel: On another subject. The field trial chairman and the field trial secretary are held responsible for the 
compliance to all the rules.  The problem we have is somebody violates one of the rules and the officials in charge 
do not know how to handle the situation.  AKC has empowered the Field Trial Committee to see the rules are 
followed. If you see those rules being violated, it is up to you to do something. The rules are there for you to 
handle it.  To address this issue, the AKC is looking at requiring either the trial secretary or field trial chairman to 
have attended a rules clinic. Do you want to put that on the agenda for next year?  
 
John Edwards: Any field trial secretary has the ability to enforce the rules.  If they don’t know that, I don’t know 
where they have been for the last 40- 50years.  
 
Mel: You would be surprised; they don’t know the rules and how to handle a complaint.  It’s an issue that needs to 
be addressed because there are some people getting by with stuff that is not desirable.  
 
Mel: The proposal is to put on the agenda for next year that either the field trial secretary or the chairman of the 
committee has to have a record of attending a rules clinic.  That is the basic Judges Seminar.  
 
Jessica Anderson  Yes  
Gerald Ells   No 
James Garard  Yes 
Jim Campbell   Yes 
John Edwards   Yes 
Chris Keenan  Yes 
Wayne Heckley  Yes 
Robert Kane III  Yes 
Rick McDonald  Yes 
Roy Noe   Yes 
Raye Ann Cole  Yes 

That will be on the agenda next year. 

Anything else? Gentleman and ladies, I appreciate your time and your thoughts for the sport. Anyway I can help 
you, just call me.  

Doug Ljungren: I appreciate the input from the committee. I think it was well thought out and the knowledge out 
there helps us.  I don’t think any of our other sports has the issue of different formats like the Beaglers. The trade-
off between the one shoe fits all and trying to have consistency is a constant trade-off.  I appreciate the fact that 
you are looking out for everybody. 
 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 11:35 
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